


Good morning ladies and gentlemen. Since our Society last met
in General Meeting there have been a number of important
developments within The Equitable as well as much change in
the life and pensions industry generally.

One development I am sure you’ll have noticed is to our Report
& Accounts - where both the format and the language have
changed in a way which we hope has produced a document that
is more readable and more easily understood. We are devoting
considerable resources to improving both the methods and the
content of our communications, influenced by the comments
received from you, our members, at last year’s meeting, and this
will be a continuing process.



In addition to the Report & Accounts new explanatory material
was sent with annual statements this year and we shall also 
be making further changes next year, both to some annual
statements and to other key items of literature – all of which
present information in a more straightforward and again more
easily understood format.

The guaranteed annuity rate issue is yet to be resolved. We still
do not have the certainty that we have sought from the courts.
However, the case is scheduled to be heard before the House of
Lords in the week beginning 12 June and their opinion will be
delivered in the following weeks. The certainty I am sure we all
seek will be determined finally by the House of Lords. There can
be no higher court in this case, and a resolution to this difficult
issue is now in sight.



1999 saw the launch of the The Equitable ISA – an individual
savings account which has proved highly successful for us and
has attracted in excess of £70m in new premiums to the Society.
This business continues to grow as more and more people
appreciate the value of what is known as a CAT marked ISA,
one of the few ISAs on the market where the Charges, Access
conditions and Terms meet the Government’s demanding
standards for a CAT mark.

1999 also saw considerable growth in our International Business
that specialises in providing benefits to UK expatriates and forms
an important part of our service to our clients who work
overseas.



Importantly, 1999 was a very successful year on the investment
side of the business and I’m going to ask my colleague David
Thomas, our Investment Director, to give you some insight into
the investment results achieved in 1999, but firstly I’d like to ask
Chris Headdon, the Society’s Finance Director to talk about the
key financial results for the year. After Chris and David have
spoken, I’ll make just a few further comments about
developments that are in the pipeline for our Society. Chris….



Good morning.
The purpose of this presentation is to show some key indicators
of the Society’s financial progress during 1999.

Assets under management rose in 1999 to £33.2bn by the 
year end.



Assets have doubled in the last five years and stand at their
highest ever level for the Society.



Premium income in 1999 was around 6% lower mainly due to a
reduction in single premium new business, such as annuity
purchases which fell back from the very high levels in 1998.

Total premiums in 1999 at nearly £31/2 bn means that we are
one of the largest life offices in the UK.



The absolute expenses of management fell slightly over the year
by £31/2m to £147m. 

This is a very low level of management expenses for an office of
the Society’s size. 

This can be seen by looking at the expense ratio.



The ratio of expenses of management divided by total premium
income was 4.2% in 1999 and as clearly illustrated in the
graph...



…this ratio for your Society continues to be very substantially
below the industry average. 

Most of the other large life offices have ratios above rather than
below the industry average.



Another way of looking at expenses is to relate them to the
impact they have on policy charges. A standard way of doing
that is to calculate by how much the annual yield on a policy is
reduced by the charges made. That enables different types of
charge to be put on to a common basis. 

This table is reproduced from a recent report on additional
voluntary contribution plans by the consulting actuaries 
Bacon & Woodrow. In this example, there are only four offices,
including The Equitable, that have charging structures below 
the Government’s Stakeholder ceiling of 1% per annum
management charge.

So you can see why the Society will have no difficulty in offering
Stakeholder pensions within the required charges.



I should now like to give the data for our experience relating to
guaranteed annuity rate contracts for 1999.

During the year policyholders chose to take benefits in
guaranteed annuity form under 961 policies and the value of the
extra benefits they received in excess of those which their cash
fund benefit would have secured was £1.9 million. That is
around £2,000 per policy on average. 

Two points to note. First, the guarantee has a real value and
provided higher than normal benefits in nearly 1,000 cases.
Second, the value of the additional benefits was within the
estimated total cost over the remaining life-time of the GAR
policies of £50 million which we described last year. Such
additional benefits, therefore, have no material impact on other
policyholders’ benefits.



After providing for guaranteed benefits the remaining assets are
shown in the accounts as the fund for future appropriations,
sometimes also referred to as the free assets.

The figures rose sharply in 1999, not as a result of any change
to our commitment to a full distribution policy but reflecting the
strong performance of equity markets at the year end. Over the
last five years the figures have nearly trebled. They can
inevitably be expected to fluctuate in future years in line with
market conditions.



In summary
The overall financial position of your Society continues to be a
highly satisfactory one. 

• the Society’s assets have risen substantially over the year to
their highest ever level.

• the solvency position continued to be maintained at a
satisfactory level.

• premium income at £3.5bn makes your Society one of the
largest UK life companies.

• the firm control of costs has continued with an expense ratio
less than a third of the industry average.



Chris has shown that the Society’s assets under management at
the year end were in excess of £33bn.

This presentation deals with the investment of those assets and
the results we have achieved in recent times.

Even by the Society’s own high standards, 1999 was a year of
very good investment performance. 

So we’ll look at some summary slides showing the breakdown of
the assets under management and one or two of the issues
which faced investors last year.



The total of £331/4 bn makes us one of the largest investment
houses in the UK.

This slide shows the breakdown at 31 December 1999 of funds
under management including With Profits, Non Profit, Unit Linked
Funds and our growing International Business.



Focusing on the lion’s share of the assets under management -
the majority of the with-profits fund of £251/4 bn is invested as
shown on this slide, in a combination of UK and overseas
equities, with the balance in fixed income, property and cash,
which we regard as the ‘anchor’ elements of the portfolio. This
overall equity/bond mix is, as far as we can tell, close to the
industry average.

The proportions in each asset class will vary over time according
to our view of future returns and the need to ensure that the
asset mix is consistent with bonus policy for our with-profits
business.

Close attention is made to various types of risk with a view to
meeting our principal objective of optimising the investment
return over time without excessive volatility.

With this in mind, at the start of last year we had to consider
where capital growth might be achieved in the year ahead. We
made a number of correct calls in this respect, for example we
believed there was scope for substantial recovery in Japan and
increased our exposure accordingly.



Our overseas equity portfolio out-performed the world index last
year. If we look at the UK market, European market, and US
market, you can see how valuable it was to be overweight in
Japan.

I should add that in the early part of the year, we engaged in
substantial profit taking and the fund’s exposure to Japan has,
therefore, now been reduced.



Closer to home in the UK, the divergence in returns between
new economy, represented here by Telecoms and Media, and
old economy stocks, shown by Brewers and Water companies,
made performance difficult for the major institutions in the equity
markets.

Our exposure to smaller companies, however, and sufficient
weighting in new economy stocks over that period allowed us to
achieve a return of 23% thus out-performing the FTSE 100 index
for the year.

Despite the lower returns generated by fixed income investments
during the year, the with-profits fund as a whole achieved a total
return of 16%. We cannot, however, give the meeting a realistic
comparison with other life companies because they do not reveal
their underlying returns.

The overall rate of return allocated for 1999 on the back of this
investment performance was, in real terms, as high as at almost
any time in the last 10 years.



If we now turn to our unit-linked performance. If you have not
already done so on your way into the meeting you might like to
take a copy of this leaflet entitled ‘Visible Achievement’ which
charts the performance of the unit trusts and unit- linked funds.

There have been some powerful performances amongst these
funds; the average return across the range of unit trusts, for
example, in 1999 was over 40%. Put another way, an investor
who had £100 invested at the beginning of last year in each of
the unit trusts would have enjoyed 40% growth by the year end.

This should be seen in the context of indexed returns for UK
equities of 21% and for overseas equities of 32% and was
achieved within the Society’s general investment approach of
avoiding exceptional risk.

These particular funds invest solely in equity markets and most
of the Society’s life and pension unit-linked funds invest in the
Equitable’s unit trusts.



So, how did that performance compare with the 10 most
mentioned companies in the Unit Trust industry? This slide
shows the percentage of Unit Trusts offered by those companies
that delivered 1st or 2nd quartile results over the year.

This above-average performance across the range for unit-
linked funds that has resulted in a number of awards being
received for both one year and for longer periods.

One of these awards relates to the Managed Fund, whose
results depend on asset mix, as well as performance within each
category.



These awards are based on single premium investment returns
and can therefore be criticised for giving too much importance to
a single point in time. The selection of a single point in time as
an indication of performance ability can, of course, be grossly
misleading and has been indeed used to criticise the Society.

Fortunately, there are those who carry out more thorough
assessments.



AKG Actuaries and Consultants have analysed performance
across the range of funds over 12 separate time periods in order
to balance performance and consistency. Your Society achieved
second place among managers operating between 10 and 20
funds.



It is above-average performance across the range for its unit-
linked pension funds that has resulted in The Equitable being
awarded five stars (which is the highest award) by Money
Management in March of this year for regular contributions.



To obtain a 5 star award, Money Management 

• looks at all unit-linked pension funds for each company
• requires that the majority of those funds achieve above

average performance against their peers over both 5 and 
10 years.

• it is a prerequisite that this superior performance must have
been achieved by the principal Managed Fund over 5 years.

• the analysis looks at the performance over 120 discreet 
time periods.

• as well as requiring below average charges.

I am pleased to say that throughout the history of this survey
your Society has consistently out-performed the majority for
regular investments over 5 and 10 years. Indeed this was the
eleventh consecutive occasion that The Equitable has been
recognised in this way. We are the only institution of the 41
participating in the survey to have received this recognition in
every one of these surveys.



This award in particular and our consistency in achieving it over
time is testament to our investment ability over successive
periods and is surely better than selectively quoting performance
of a single investment between just two points in time. The
majority of unit-linked policyholders make investments at regular
intervals and want consistency over the longer term. Detailed
analysis of the various lump sum investment performance tables
over the years shows very little consistency amongst fund
management companies.

Pick one or two periods of time on that basis and one might
illustrate virtually any level of relative performance for any fund
.It is only by looking at a reasonable number of different time
periods that one can get a proper picture of what is happening.

So, to conclude. Last year was a good year for investment
performance and, as the 5 star award shows, it is representative
of your Society’s investment performance over a large number 
of years.



Chris Headdon demonstrated very clearly why the Society will
be able to offer a Stakeholder Pension that falls within the
Government’s charging guidelines – something that a lot of our
competitors will find difficult to achieve without placing some
restriction on choice or service.

We believe the Stakeholder market will provide significant
opportunities for the Society. We are already the largest insured
provider of what are known as Additional Voluntary Contribution
schemes in the UK and we have significant experience dealing
with this type of business and most significantly in handling it at
low cost. In addition we already offer a unit-linked Personal
Pension Plan that meets the Stakeholder criteria as so 
far defined.



One of the cornerstones of the Society’s ability to deliver flexible,
low cost, competitive products is its complete embrace of the
benefits of modern technology. Our systems remain state of the
art and we continue to provide services to the likes of Marks &
Spencer and Mercury Asset Management which in turn recoups
part of the costs of this investment while keeping our IT team at
the cutting edge of innovation.

We have a clear vision of the benefits that developing
technology can bring to our clients over the coming years, and
we are working hard to improve the methods available to you to
communicate with the Society, to obtain information about your
policies and to provide us with your instructions about your
policies, all with no human intervention if that is what you want.
Indeed some of this technology is already available via the
Society's highly acclaimed web site at www.equitable.co.uk



Within The Equitable we continue as a mutual to have a single-
minded focus on you, the Society’s members, and on delivering
to you flexible products which represent good value for money.
The basis on which the Government’s Stakeholder Pensions
initiative rests – namely of flexible, low cost products – is the
basis on which the Society has run your business for 238 years
and is the basis on which we shall continue to deliver highly
competitive benefits at cost to you the Society’s members.


